
 

_________! Welcome to Reliant Stadium in _________, Texas for the ________ showdown between the  
A Greeting                                                                                     city                                             adjective 
  
________ Panthers and the New England Patriots, which promises to be _________! This is the first  
    location                                    adjective 
 
Super Bowl appearance for the Panthers and the fourth for the Patriots, whose _________ first win was 
        adjective 
 
 Super Bowl XXXVI. The _________ win the ________ toss and the game begins! Lots of back and forth  
                                          plural animal                          noun 
 
between these teams as the defenses _______ in the first. Neither team has ________ as we enter the 
                                                                          verb                      past tense verb 
 
 second quarter – which team will get on the board first?   _________! Adam Vinatieri misses his second 
  exclamation  
 
field goal of the game and the score remains 0-0. Tom Brady ________ 12 yards to get a first down and  
         verb 
 
then throws to Deion Branch who runs into the ________! The Pats are on the board! A scoreless game  
                                                                                 location on a field 
 
for almost 27 minutes set a  _________ Super Bowl record! The Panthers respond to tie the game! 
                                                     adjective 
 
The Pats _______ down the field- a 78 yard _____ to score! The Patriots lead the _______ again but the 
                    verb                                                                  noun       noun 
 
Panthers _______ with a 50 yard field goal as time expires. The _______ lead 14-10 as the first half ends.  
                     verb               noun 
 
After a quiet third quarter the Patriots score _______ in the fourth giving them an eleven point _______.  
                                                                                   adverb                                                                                  noun  

The Panthers respond scoring a _______ but missing the two-point conversion. With four seconds left 
                                                            noun 
 
the score is tied 29-29! Who will pull out the win? Belichick _______ out kicker Adam Vinatieri- can he  
      verb 
 
make it? And IT’S GOOD! A 41 YARD FIELD GOAL TO WIN THE GAME! THE PATRIOTS ARE TWO-TIME  

SUPER BOWL CHAMPIONS! 


